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1. The challenge

Our Grand Challenge for computer science is: to journey through the gateway event obtained

by breaking our current classical computational assumptions, and thereby develop a mature

science of Non-Classical Computation.

The background and rationale of the challenge is discussed in the first part of this paper: I:

A Grand Challenge for Computing Research (IJPEDS 20(1) 2005). In this second part we

give a collection of suggested journeys that could be brought under the umbrella of Non-

Classical Computation. It is assumed that these journeys would be conducted not in isolation,

but in the context of the overall challenge, informing it, and being informed by it.

2. Non-classical philosophy—socially sensitive computing

Wittgenstein produced two major works on the philosophy of language: the 1921 Tractatus

[92], and the 1953 Philosophical Investigations [93]. We can use the Tractatus and its

relationship to the world, as a model of classical computation. However, Wittgenstein found

flaws in his initial work, and he explored these in his later Philosophical Investigations. Can

we use these later ideas as a model of post-classical computation?
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2.1 A philosophical paradigm and computing

Wittgenstein’s Tractatus encapsulates a formal and logical representational of language into a

descriptive form based upon denotational (or referential) semantics. Given the Church-Turing

Thesis we can take the Tractatus as a paradigmatic description of classical computer science.

A major result of the Tractatus stance is that every object is potentially unambiguously

describable.Letusdefinea“rational” set tobeasetwhere there isafinite set of rules that can include

unambiguouslyanymemberof that set andunambiguously excludes anynon-memberof that set.All

the sets referenced by theTractatus are rational and context independent, or have an explicit context

that is also rational. The Tractatus provides an extensive model of computer languages.

There are social consequences of the view adopted by the Tractatus in that it is assumed

that rules can be created for all situations and as such these rules can bypass human

judgement. It also assumes that there is only one correct way of seeing the world and so

human existence can be governed by some finite set of laws.

2.2 Dual semantics

Computer languages have a dual semantics. The names given to data items, procedures and

sub-routines at the highest level have referents in the world. The analysis of the problem

domain identifies constructs in the world that are meant to be stable and unchanging (as per

Tractatus referents) to which names can be given and meaning assigned. Yet the ultimate

referent is the bit, the mechanical equivalent of Wittgenstein’s referent objects. At the bit

level the program links to the world and has meaning, which allows the program to have

“sense” with respect to the computer (figure 1).

But according to the Tractatus, a proposition can have one and only one complete analysis.

Such an analysis is dependent upon only the essential features of the proposition (here,

program) that link it to the referent objects (here, the bit). So the alternative high-level

interpretation of a program depends upon its accidental features. This develops a peculiar

tension in program design that is hard to keep stable, particularly with respect to the informal,

and often undefined, mechanism which links the program names with the user’s domain.

Further, the “objects” that are usually chosen to be referenced in the informal analysis of the

problem domain do not normally have all the features required of Wittgenstein’s objects.

2.3 The paradigm leap

The Tractatus is a magnificent piece of work and is an effective description of how

programming languages should be linked to a computer through “sense” (as with meaning)

Figure 1. The dual semantics.
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assignment. There is no problem with the engineering necessity of this approach to sense and

meaning. On a broader scale it sidesteps many of the paradoxes of the linguistic philosophy

of the day. However, it has one fatal flaw when applied to the human use of language and

Wittgenstein eventually exposed this flaw. He noted that it is not possible to unambiguously

describe everything within the propositional paradigm. He found that the normal use of

language is riddled with example concepts that cannot be bounded by logical statements that

depend upon a pure notion of referential objects. One of his illustrations is an attempt to

define a “game”. Such a definition cannot be achieved that either excludes all examples that

are not games or includes all examples that are. Most things are not potentially

unambiguously describable. This lack of boundaries for concepts is the family resemblance

effect. It is through such considerations that Wittgenstein proposed his new linguistic

philosophy.

We call the basis of this new philosophy inferential semantics. Let us define an “irrational”

set to be a set where no finite set of rules can be constructed that can include unambiguously

any member of that set and, at the same time, unambiguously exclude any non-member of

that set.†

Even though there are irrational sets we still have rational sets, and so denotation remains

one mechanism for relating meaning to a name. For irrational sets there is an additional and

more important mechanism for meaning assignment based on human usage and context. It is

this latter mechanism that provides the link between the program and the world it is designed

to represent and is the other half of the dual semantics.

2.4 Some predictions

So we have computer programs with a semantics based upon computer bits, but we create

programs that cannot rationally be assigned meaning to the very problem domain for which

they have been written. Programs must remain in the domain of rational sets if they are to be

implemented on a machine. However, we do have the freedom to use the program’s

accidental properties without affecting the program’s meaning with respect to the computer.

We can chose the names we use and select the computer organisation from the possibilities

bounded by the essential program.

A proposition, and hence a program, can adopt many equivalent forms. It is the job of a

compiler to make a transformation of a program in order that it is acceptable for a particular

computer to run it. Apart from some limitations, the choice of form is in the hands of the

programmer.

This means that:

. reverse engineering requires domain information

. formal “objects” (e.g. operating systems) will be stable but informal “objects” (e.g.

persons, chairs, games) will never be fully captured or be stable because they are irrational

sets

. it will not be possible to completely represent certain human functionality such as natural

language understanding on any machine that is not adaptable

†Note that we are not talking about such things as fuzzy sets, or probabilistic sets. These sets are rational in that a
membership number is assigned by a finite set of rules.
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. increasing a training set for machine-learning algorithms will eventually cause

degradation in recognition performance if the set includes irrational distinctions.

2.5 Inferential semantics

The tension caused by the dual semantics that pivots on the essential and accidental meaning

of the signs used in programs has been recognised as can be seen by the continued search for

new languages, program structuring, and systems design methods (e.g. conceptual

modelling, object orientation). The central problem of the human context has also been

addressed through the pursuit of natural language understanding, naı̈ve physics, case-based

reasoning and adaptive interfaces. There is a belief that given sufficient power or moving

beyond the Turing machine would somehow solve the problem. However, none of the

approaches tried so far have really succeeded, not with many-fold increases in computer

power, or parallel mechanisms such as neural nets. Many of the pursuits have been

constrained by the formal bounds represented by the Tractatus and those approaches that

have broken away have not bridged the gap identified here.

2.6 The challenge

An alternative to Wittgenstein’s family resemblance is Lakoff’s [57,58] use of prototypes

(paradigms) and metaphor instead of reference. With either route we have a more acceptable

approach to human relationships in that there will always be a need for human judgement

because what is acceptable behaviour or performance is a time sensitive and socially

dependent notion. The requirement to encapsulate a wide range and ever changing

perceptions of a problem domain will be the need for a continuous link with human activity.

Such perceptions cannot be predicted and hence planed for in advance. So many of the

current principles of design will have to be shelved and two distinct design paths will need to

be forged that involve the two independent elements of a program; the formal rational and the

informal irrational (figure 2).

The challenge is to construct computing based upon family resemblance rather than sets,

paradigms rather than concepts, and metaphor rather than deduction, and to devise systems

that make judgement rather than take decisions.

One possibility is that we might be able to write dynamic, socially sensitive interfacing-

compilers that can match any program to any user (figure 2).

Figure 2. Showing where change can occur to solve the dual semantic problem.
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Such a compiler would be in “conversation” with its user, other users and machines via

(say) the Internet absorbing the human cultures and language so that its generated semantic

and semiotic mappings make a program usable by a person. This might provide a more

natural communication between people and machines; it may identify what is really meant

by common sense.

2.7 The overall challenge

This provides a series of challenges in non-classical computing. It is hoped that such

explorations will produce computational engines that rise beyond some of the limitations

found in classical computation.

Many of these limitations are caused by the existence of irrational sets, or are created by

the mismatch between the computer and its system with the problem domains.

The challenge can be expressed as: to develop a Science of Mechanisms.

The science would develop a way of arranging mechanisms into family organisations,

and in particular identify such mechanisms by their organisational features; features that

are relevant to a counter family organisation of problem domains. A result would be a way

of reducing complexity of implementation by construction mechanisms that match

the problem. Flexibility to change (as required for irrational sets) would be provided by a

change in mechanism definition. Mechanism definition would also include the soft variants

in terms of program organisation and the possibility of combining distinct physical

implementations.

3. Non-Classical physics—quantum software engineering

This journey of Non-Classical Computation is to develop a mature discipline of Quantum

Software Engineering

We wish to be ready to exploit the full potential of commercial quantum computer

hardware, once it arrives, projected to be around 2020 (or, less optimistically, “20 years from

now”, no matter when “now” is).

We might have to wait a while for commercial quantum computers, but when they arrive,

Moore’s law suggests they will grow in power very quickly. Doubling a classical computer’s

register length (roughly) doubles classical computing power, but adding just one bit to a quantum

computer’s register doubles quantum computing power. We need to be ready to exploit these

devices once they appear. However, the majority of today’s theory of computation, algorithms,

programming languages, specification models, refinement calculi, and so on, is purely classical.

The challenge is to build the corresponding languages, tools and techniques for quantum

software engineering.

We need to raise the level of thinking about quantum programs. Today we reason about

quantum programs predominantly at the level of quantum gates: imagine how far classical

computing would have progressed if the only language we had to describe programs was that of

AND and OR gates! Most importantly, we need a new paradigm (or paradigms) for thinking

about quantum computations, to augment the existing classical declarative, functional, and

imperative paradigms.
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The whole of classical software engineering needs to be reworked and extended into the

quantum domain.

3.1 Foundations

Much foundational work is still needed. We need further developments of the fundamentals

of quantum computability. We need to investigate quantum algorithmic complexity: time,

space, “parallel universe space”, and any other parameters of interest.

We have models of classical computation—von Neumann machines with fetch-execute-

store, imperative, functional and logic languages, etc.—that let us write and reason about

classical programs without worrying about logic levels, transistors, gates, etc. In much the same

way we need metaphors and models of quantum computation, that enable us to design and

reason about quantum algorithms without recourse to QM, unitary matrices, etc. Does Deutsch’s

many-worlds description provide the best programming metaphor, or are there better ones?

Whatever the actual metaphors chosen, they must be formalised into new computational models.

We need theories and models of that weirdest quantum process of all: that of quantum

entanglement. Two qubit entanglement is relatively well understood—but multi qubit

entanglement, and qudit entanglement, are barely understood.

3.2 Quantum computational models

There are many models of classical computation, such as Turing machines, functional

combinators, logic circuits, fixed point approaches, and so on. Within the context of classical

computation these are essentially equivalent, yielding identical results but from vastly

differing underlying formalisms. Within the quantum computational world this unity is less

clear. For example, a fixed-point algorithm on a quantum computer could include a

superposition of all fixed points, not just the stable one obtained by repeated substitution.

This suggests that the various classical formalisms may generalise to the quantum realm in

different ways. Currently, the most extensively studied quantum computational model is the

circuit model. But designing high-level algorithms, reasoning about complexity, or other

such important tasks, are very hard in this formalism.

Additionally, this model may not be the most appropriate quantum generalisation. The

underlying structure of Quantum Information may be so radically different from anything

that we currently understand that we need a whole new approach. Quantum mechanical

versions of classical models may simply be insufficiently powerful to encompass the new

properties offered by the quantum domain.

However, before we attempt to resolve such a daunting issue, there is much to be gained

from examining the various classical models, to see if, and how, and how far, they might

provide us with new insights into computation within the quantum domain.

We need to thoroughly investigate the various classical computational models in terms of

their generalisability to cover quantum properties. This will either provide powerful new

generalised quantum computational models, or potentially demonstrate that a truly novel,

fundamentally quantum, paradigm is indeed required.

Additionally, this work will feed back into classical computation (one example of this

interrelationship between the necessity of quantum reversibility and the possibility of

designing efficient classical “reversible compilers”).
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3.3 Languages and compilers

We need to determine the fundamental building blocks of quantum programming: is there a

simple extension of GCL? of classical logic languages? of classical assembly languages? is

an entirely new paradigm needed?

We need to design suitable assembly level and high level Q-languages (analogues of

classical imperative, declarative, and functional languages, at 3rd, 4th, 5th generation, and

beyond). We need to design and build the corresponding Q-compilers for these languages.

We need to design and implement (initially, simulate) new Q-algorithms (beyond the

current ones of Min Max, Shor’s period finding algorithm used for factorization, and

Grover’s algorithm for DB searching). What classes of algorithms may be quantised? How

may certain well-known classical algorithms be quantised?

We need to develop suitable reasoning systems and refinement calculi for these languages.

(Even sequential composition is different in the quantum regime, due to the fundamental

unobservability of the intermediate state.) Although higher level specifications may well abstract

away from details of any underlying classical versus quantum implementation, there may be

certain application-specific quantum specification languages, for example, for quantum protocols.

3.4 Methods and tools

Before commercial quantum computers are available, we have to make do with simulations

on classical machines. We need to implement powerful quantum computer simulators, in

order to perform computational experiments and validate language and algorithm designs.

(Computational resources for simulating quantum algorithms can be exponentially large.

Something like a simulation engine of multiple FPGAs might be appropriate, to get the

required massive parallelism.)

We need to discover what higher level structuring techniques and architectures are suitable

for quantum software. In particular, can classical structuring (such as object-orientation, or

component based software), be extended to incorporate Q-software? How can classical and

quantum paradigms co-exist? (It seems likely that, at least to start with, most software will

remain classical, with a “call-out” to quantum power as needed. But the development process

needs to be able to handle such hybrid developments seamlessly.)

Given that quantum execution is in principle unobservable, we need to discover new

debugging and testing techniques for these Q-languages.

We need to design ways of visualising Q-algorithm execution, as an aid to understanding,

design, and implementation.

3.5 Novel quantum possibilities

Quantum information processing can do some things that cannot even be simulated by

discrete deterministic classical computers. We need to extend quantum software engineering

to encompass these new domains.

Quantum devices can produce genuine random numbers; classical digital simulations can

produce only pseudo-random numbers. We need to investigate the differences this causes, if

any. In the short term, will a quantum computer simulator need to be hooked up to a

genuinely random number source? In the longer term, what new power, what new difficulties,

might emerge as a result of genuine randomness?
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Quantum entanglement offers many new possibilities, such as information teleportation.

We need to understand how entanglement can be applied to produce genuinely new

algorithms, and new kinds of protocols.

4. Non-Classical refinement—approximate computation

This journey of Non-Classical Computation is: to develop a science of approximate

computation, and to derive from it a well-founded discipline for engineering approximate

software.

A radical departure from discrete correct/incorrect computation is required, a shift away

from logics towards statistical foundations, such that meaningful estimates of “confidence”

emerge with each approximate result. This implies that probabilities play an integral part in

computation throughout the process. The component probabilities and the eventual

confidence estimates, if secured by large numbers (e.g. repeated sampling from a proposed

distribution), imply a computational effort that is becoming increasingly feasible as a result

of hardware advances as well as innovative developments in statistical modelling theory (e.g.

reversible-jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods).

4.1 Classical computation versus approximations

The classical, discrete view of computation has each step as either correct or incorrect, and

the middle ground excluded. This naturally leads to formal logics as the dominant

underpinning framework. The programmer devises the “formula”, which is intended to be an

exact solution to the problem; this symbol structure is translated into a machine executable

form and the manipulations that the programmer envisaged are performed automatically, at

high speed and with complete accuracy.

Consider the symbol structures being manipulated by a trained multilayer perceptron

(MLP), for example. These are not formulae composed of operators and variables that admit

a ready mapping to the operations and parameters of the human conception of the problem.

One consequence is that any adjustment to the function to be computed by an MLP involves

complete retraining, because code-fixing is not an option. The “formulae” cannot reasonably

be devised by a programmer; they must be automatically generated from data samples.

Typically, the output of an MLP classifier, a real-value, is arbitrarily thresholded to obtain

a class label. This and other inherent weaknesses of an approximate classifier constructed

with empirically determined (suboptimal) values for its parameters are widely acknowledged.

Ad hoc-ery is rife in neural computing, but work on error-bars already points the way towards a

well-founded science.

These innovative developments to move beyond the constraint of correct/incorrect results

from hand-crafted formulae are but piecemeal strategies; they need to be woven into the basic

fabric of a comprehensive model for approximate computation, not stitched-on to classical

computation as useful extras, or mere curiosities.

4.2 How would the classical paradigm be shifted?

Taking the viewpoint that the computational task is an unknown (or intractable, see later)

function, the computational goal is to approximate it in a way that holds the promise of
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reasonable optimality, but crucially associates a meaningful estimate of confidence with

every output computed. In general terms, data-driven software development supplants

specification-driven; computational tasks are viewed as data-defined rather than (abstract)

specification-defined.

In detail, the approach might be through a survey, sampling by, say, Markov Chain Monte

Carlo methods across a continuum of potentially viable models. By doing this within a

Bayesian framework, rationalisable probabilities are attached to various elements throughout

the computational process. The outcome is a weighted average across a range of modelling

possibilities. It is a well-founded approximation whose validity emerges as a secure estimate

from the computational processes employed. The infrastructure of the new paradigm seeks to

avoid searching, comparing and selecting from amongst a discrete set of alternative models

(and hence commitment to a specific model, or even discrete set of alternative models) by

maintaining the range of potential models as a set of continuous parameters; probability

theories, secured by large-number sampling, provide the over-arching framework.

A fundamental basis of continuity avoids the brittleness inherent in discrete, classical

computation. Notice, for example, that the necessary discretisation of the real numbers that

plagues classical computation is not similarly problematic for MLPs, despite their

fundamental dependence upon the real continuum.

Initially at least, classical computation will provide the virtual machine upon which the

approximate computations will run, but hardware innovations coupled with the establish-

ment of generally applicable approximation algorithms could change that dramatically.

However, building the required confidence in a classically programmed virtual machine is

not the same scale of problem as doing it individually for every piece of application software.

The initial challenge is to begin to establish the limits and the potential infrastructure of such a

science of approximate computation. This includes major subdomains, such as a discipline of

engineering approximate software. It also involves the identification and integration into a

coherent framework of many activities that are currently pursued under a variety of labels, for

example, statistical pattern recognition, some varieties of data mining, statistical data modelling,

some technologies of inductive generalization or data-driven computation.

4.3 A science of approximate computation: when and where?

The new science of approximate computation will not oust the classical one; it will sit

alongside it as a new weapon in an armoury of well-founded alternative computational

techniques to be used when appropriate.

It will be appropriate to use whenever a computational task is defined more by samples of

desired or observed behaviour than by an abstract specification. It will also be appropriate to

use whenever the problem is well defined but computationally intractable, where the

particular task is appropriate for approximate solutions, albeit with a “confidence” measure

attached; there is no prohibition on certainty emerging as an extreme of approximation.

Consider an illuminating extreme: safety-critical software. Such systems would seem to

absolutely require the classical strategy: they must be correct. However, the practical

impossibility of this requirement leads to a slight relaxation: it is typically couched in terms of a

very low failure/error rate, and the major component of the required assurances is extensive

testing. The bulwark of statistical reasoning, as an integral part of the testing, is thus dragged in

by the back door (as it were)—how much better to integrate it into the fabric of the computation

from beginning to end, instead of tagging in on the end as a stopgap for verification failure?
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Will “programming” an approximation computer be more difficult than conventional

programming? All we can say is it will be fundamentally different [75]—for example, data

analysis, selecting sampling strategies, rather than formula derivation. The “programming”

difficulties that confront the user of this new paradigm will be directly determined by how

successful we are in formulating the fundamental model(s) of approximate computation.

Nothing in the above requires a new paradigm: any of the innovations envisaged could be

realised within the scope of classical computation, as some already are. However, although a

screwdriver can be used to open a tin, it is quicker, neater and generally preferable to use a

well-designed tin opener for the task.

5. Computing in non-linear media—reaction-diffusion and excitable processors

Nature diffuses, reacts and excites. Does it compute? Everyday life gives us instances of

propagating structures: dynamics of excitation in heart and neural tissue, calcium waves in

cell cytoplasm, the spreading of genes in population dynamics, forest fires. Could we use the

travelling structures—emerging in reaction-diffusion and excitable systems—to do

computation? This journey of Non-Classical Computation is: to develop a science of

computation using spatio-temporal dynamics and propagating phenomena, in many-

dimensional amorphous non-linear media.

What is so particular about reaction-diffusion systems? A non-linear chemical medium is

bistable: each micro-volume of the medium has at least two steady stable states, and the

micro-volume switches between these states. In the chemical medium, fronts of diffusing

reactants propagate with constant velocity and wave-form; the reagents of the wave front

convert reagents ahead of the front into products left behind. In an excitable chemical

medium the wave propagation occurs because of coupling between diffusion and auto-

catalytic reactions. Auto-catalytic species produced in one micro-volume of the medium

diffuse to neighbouring micro-volumes, and thus trigger an auto-catalytic reaction there. So

an excitable medium responds to perturbations that exceed the excitation threshold, by

generating excitation waves.

Why are excitation waves so good for computing? Unlike mechanical waves, excitation

waves do not conserve energy, rather, they conserve waveform and amplitude, do not

interfere, and generally do not reflect. So excitation waves can play an essential role of

information transmission in active non-linear media processors.

5.1 Specialised non-linear media processors

A problem’s spatial representation is a key feature of reaction-diffusion processors. Data and

results are represented through concentration profiles of the reagents, or spatial

configurations of activity patterns. A computation is also defined in a physical space. The

computation is realised by spreading and interacting waves of the reagents, or excitation

patterns. A computational code, or program, is interpreted in a list of possible reactions

between the diffusing components, and in a form of diffusive or excitation coupling between

micro-volumes of the computing medium. Usually, such properties could not be changed

online. However, they can be determined and adjusted to work towards the solution of a

particular problem. Therefore, most reaction-diffusion processors are intentionally designed

to solve a few particular problems—they are specialised. Examples of working laboratory
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prototypes of specialised reaction-diffusion computing devices include Belousov–

Zhabotinsky chemical medium image processors implemented (Kuhnert–Agladze–Krinsky

and Rambidi designs), chemical processors for computation of a skeleton of planar shape,

plane sub-division (Voronoi diagram), shortest path (Adamatzky–Tolmachev–De Lacy

Costello designs), chemical processors for robot navigation and taxis (De Lacy Costello–

Adamatzky implementations).

Experimental chemical computers are a very rare species—there are just a handful of

chemical processors in the world—why? Because the design of every chemical processor

requires at least a chemist and a computer scientist. So one of the actual tasks that deals with

the make-up of non-classical scientists is: to dissolve boundaries between chemical–

physical sciences and theoretical computer science, training a new generation of scientists

who tackle theory and experiments with ease.

5.2 Computational (logical) universality of non-linear media: dynamical versus static

architectures

A natural process is called computationally universal, by analogy with mathematical

machines, if it potentially can calculate any computable logical function, so realising a

functionally complete set of logical gates in its spatio-temporal dynamics. So in the state of

the given system, we need to represent information quanta (usually TRUE and FALSE values of

a Boolean variable), logic gates (where information quanta are processes), and routes of

information transmission or connections between the gates. There are two ways to build a

logical circuit in a non-linear system: structural, or stationary, and structureless, or dynamic,

designs.

In a stationary design, which underlines an architecture-based universality, a logical circuit

is embedded into a system in such a manner that all elements of the circuit are represented by

the system’s stationary states; the architecture is static and its topology is essential for a

computation. The architecture-based universality allows for applying conventional solutions

to unconventional materials: we could fabricate varieties of traditional computers made of

non-standard materials (glass tubes filled with chemicals, molecular arrays, excitable

tissues). Examples of stationary architectures of non-classical computers include Hjelmfelt–

Weinberger–Ross mass-transfer or kinetic-based logical gates (a logical gate is constructed

by adjusting flow rates of chemical species between several reactors), Tóth–Showalter

circuits (a logical circuit comprises several narrow tubes filled with Belousov–Zhabotinsky

excitable chemical medium, the tubes are connected via expansion chambers where logical

functions are implemented by interacting wave fronts), and Adamatzky–de Lacy Costello

palladium gate (implemented in simple non-excitable reaction-diffusion chemical system).

Most biological systems are “architecture-based computationally universal”. Could they

compute better if they lose this comparmentalisation? If all neurons in our brain were to

dissolve their membranes and fuse into an amorphous mass, could this “gooware” be

computationally more powerful?

Dynamic, or collision-based, computers employ mobile self-localisations, which travel in

space and execute computation when they collide with each other. Truth-values of logical

variables are represented by absence or presence of the travelling information quanta. There

are no pre-determined wires: patterns can travel anywhere in the medium, a trajectory of a

pattern motion is analogous to a momentary wire. A typical interaction gate has two input

“wires” (trajectories of the colliding mobile localisations) and, typically, three output “wires”
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(two representing the localisations’ trajectories when they continue their motion undisturbed,

the third giving the trajectory of a new localisation formed as the result of the collision of two

incoming localisations). The travelling is analogous to information transfer, while collision is

an act of computation, thus we call the set up collision-based computing. There are three

sources of collision-based computing: Berlekamp–Conway–Guy proof of universality of

Conway’s Game of Life via collisions of glider streams, Fredkin–Toffoli conservative logic

and cellular automaton implementation of the billiard ball model (Margolus block cellular

automata), and the Steiglitz–Kamal–Watson particle machine (a concept of computation in

cellular automata with soliton-like patterns). A wide range of physical, chemical and

biological media are capable of collision-based computing. Thus, for example, this type of

computation can be implemented as localised excitation in two- and three-dimensional

excitable lattices, as breathers and solitons travelling along polymer chains (and DNA

molecules), as excitons in mono-molecular arrays (like Scheibe aggregates), and even as

quasi-particles in gas-discharge systems and two-component reaction-diffusion systems.

So far we can implement a gate or two in collision of propagating localisations—what

about a collision-based chip?

5.3 Complexity and computation

Non-linear sciences are a centrepiece of contemporary sciences, from physics to biology. The

dynamics of non-linear media are becoming a crucial tool in understanding complex behaviour

in natural and artificial systems, emergent behaviour, complexity and self-organized criticality.

Non-linear dynamics of large-scale massive systems, described in terms of physical systems or

their continuous and discrete mathematical and computational models, are typically recruited at

the present time to explain the nature of complexity, to predict the behaviour of biological and

social systems, and to discover the novel properties of multi-component systems. To develop a

solid framework of computing in non-linear media we must answer a number of questions

residing at the edge between complexity and computation.

What families of computational tasks are solved in chemical and biological non-linear

media?

How are the computing abilities of non-linear media related to the behavioural complexity

of the media itself? Is it necessarily true that a system with a more complex behaviour can

solve more computationally complex problems than a system with less complex behaviour?

What is a relation between complexity of space-time dynamics of a non-linear medium,

and computational complexity of the medium as a computer?

How do we exert some control over the dynamics of non-linear media? What engineering

approaches are required to form interfaces between conventional computers and

experimental prototypes of non-linear media based computers?

How do we program non-linear medium computers? What is a trade-off between the medium’s

complexity and the medium’s programmability? Does complexity reduce programmability?

5.4 Cellular automata: Non-linear medium mathematical machines

The field of cellular automata—massive-parallel locally-connected mathematical

machines—flourishes and occupies a significant part of computational sciences. A cellular

automaton is a lattice of uniform finite automata; the automata evolve in discrete time and
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take their states from a finite set. All automata of the lattice update their states

simultaneously. Every automaton calculates its next state depending on the states of its

closest neighbours.

Cellular automata models of reaction-diffusion and excitable media capture essential

aspects of natural media in a computationally tractable form, and thus could be adopted as a

tool for automatic design of non-linear media computers, development of reaction-diffusion

algorithms and pre-experiment verifications.

5.5 Discovering computation

How do we find reaction-diffusion or excitable media to fulfil our computational goals in real

wet-ware? There is not much choice at the moment. There are dozens of oscillating chemical

reactions, yet most look quite similar, and so almost everybody experiments mainly with

Belousov–Zhabotinsky media. The advantage of such ubiquity is the chance to verify each

other’s experiments. At the molecular level the situation is not as good: we can fabricate

molecular arrays, but there are almost no reports on any feasible computing experiments,

either with classical waves, or with mobile-self localisations. Which problems can be solved

in what types of non-linear media? Should we fabricate these media from scratch or could we

instead search for already existing species in nature?

What are the principal characteristics of spatially-extended non-linear media (chemical,

physical or biological) that enable them to implement useful computation?

6. Artificial immune systems

6.1 The inspiration and the analogy

There is a growing interest in the use of the biological immune system as a source of

inspiration to the development of computational systems [25]. The natural immune system

protects our bodies from infection with a complex interaction of white blood cells, called B

and T Cells. Upon encountering an antigen (an infecting item), B Cells are stimulated by

interacting with the antigen, and, with the help of T Cells, undergo rapid cloning mutation.

This is an attempt by the immune system to kill off the invading antigen and prepare the

immune system for another infection from that antigen (or similar antigen). The immune

system maintains a memory of the infection, so that if ever exposed to the same antigen

again, a quicker response can be elicited against the infection.

There are many facets of the immune system that can be considered useful for

computation, including pattern recognition, feature extraction, learning, noise tolerance,

memory, and inherent distributed parallel processing. For these and other reasons, the

immune system has received a significant amount of interest as a metaphor within

computing. This emerging field of research is known as artificial immune systems (AIS).

Essentially, AIS is concerned with the use of immune system components and processes as

inspiration to construct computational systems. AIS is very much an emerging area of biologically

inspired computation. This insight into the natural immune system has led to an increasing body of

work in a wide variety of domains. Much of this work emerged from early work in theoretical

immunology [10,30,46], where mathematical models of immune system process were developed

in an attempt to better understand the function of the immune system. This acted as a mini-catalyst
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for computer scientists, with some of the early AIS work being on fault diagnosis [44], computer

security [34], and virus detection [51]. Researchers realised that, although the computer security

metaphor was a natural first choice for AIS, there are many other potential application areas that

could be explored, such as machine learning [26], scheduling [39], immunised fault tolerance [13],

and optimisation [38]. In addition, AIS has been offering better understanding of the immune

system [72,86], whose mechanisms are hugely complex and poorly understood, even by

immunologists. The field of AIS is both a powerful computing paradigm and a prominent

apparatus for improving understanding of complex biological systems.

Questions can also be asked such as: How do we construct truly autonomous evolving

systems that are capable of adapting to an ever-changing environment? How do we construct

systems that can implement complex control mechanisms that are beyond the capabilities of

current approaches? How do we cope with the massive increase in complexity of systems that

are being given to the information technology society as a whole?

AIS algorithms have the possibility of breaking the algorithmic paradigm in two ways.

First, they capture the immune system’s mechanism of exploiting randomness, therefore

removing the idea that “randomness is bad”. Secondly, the immune system is inherently a

continually learning system with no end point, with no “final output”. Clearly, current

solutions to such problems have made some progress. However, with the increases in scale

and complexity come new and ill-understood demands on computational systems. This has

resulted in many systems being inflexible, ad hoc, difficult to configure, and impenetrably

arcane to maintain. Therefore, alternative ways to construct a new generation of more

autonomous and self-organising computational systems are being sought.

6.2 The models

There are two main models for AIS: the population based models (or selection models), and

the network model (see [25] for details), which have impacts on different areas of the main

Grand Challenge.

6.2.1 The selection model. The immune selection model is computationally inspired by the

processes during early maturation of immune cells, before they are released into the

lymphatic system. It uses some particular algorithm (positive, negative, clonal,. . .) to select a

set of recognisers (supervised learning) or classifiers (unsupervised learning), of self or non-

self (details depending on the precise algorithm).

This model fits well with the other bio-inspired soft learning systems, such as neural nets

and genetic algorithms. The major contributions to the Grand Challenge are in the area of

breaking the refinement paradigm.

In all these soft learning approaches, there is a discontinuity between the problem

statement and the bio-inspired solution. With both NNs and AISs, the solution is distributed

over the entire system. Each artificial antibody may recognise several different antigens: the

specific response to a particular antigen is a global property of all the antibodies. The

complex response emerges from the simpler behaviour of individual parts.

The way point questions specific to AIS include:

. What are the effects on the selection algorithm of parameter selection, with regards to the

outcome and applicability of these algorithms?
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. Can we observe the computational trajectory taken during selection and recognition to get

useful information?

The immune system selection model forms an excellent exemplar for breaking the

refinement paradigm. The challenge is to develop a science of non-classical refinement, that

permits quantitative reasoning about all bio-inspired algorithms, including AISs, in both a

bottom up and top down manner:

. understanding and predicting the global recognisers and classifiers that emerge from a

collection of local non-specific agents

. a means to design and implement appropriate sets of recognisers or classifiers for

particular applications, in a rigorous (but possibly non-incremental) way

. quantitative description methods that enable rigorous reasoning about the behaviour of

AISs, such that they can be used reliably in critical applications

Taking inspiration and input from all the bio-inspired learning algorithms, major way

points on the Non-Classical Computation journey are

. a general theory of learning systems that includes neural, evolutionary, and immune

systems as special cases

. use of the general theory to develop more effective kinds of learning systems, inspired by,

but not based upon, any known biological processes

6.2.2 The Network model. The immune system network model is computationally inspired

by the biological processes used to maintain a dynamic “memory” of immune responses, in a

system where the lifetime of individual immune memory cells is on the order of weeks, yet

the memory itself persists on the order of years or decades.

Investigations and a deeper understanding of the nature of scale free networks and their

relation to complex systems is required, to allow a greater understanding of a variety of network

type structures. In particular, the formalisation of IS molecular-cellular network by means of

modern graph theory (small-world models, scale-free networks theorisation) should be pursued,

to depict the topological features and attributes affecting the functionality of the network. Graph

theory is one of the most effective and advantageous instruments for understanding the evolution

of network systems and a comprehension of the basic principles of their structural organisation

and evolution. As such, it is needed to find the best solutions to the problems of real world

networks. This approach, proceeding from the formalisation of elements of the network and their

interactions as nodes and links, allows structuring a topology whose characterising features can

be derived from analytical and numerical solutions. Modern graph theory has already been

successfully exploited for studies of the topological and connective features of existing real

world networks like, for example, citations of scientific papers and networks of collaborations,

WWW and Internet, biological networks as neural networks, metabolic reactions network,

genome and protein network, ecological and food webs, world web of human contacts and

languages, telephone call graphs, power grids, nets of small world components. As far as we

know, a similar approach has never been applied to the study of realistic (beyond the

“undistinguishable clones” hypothesis) IS network peculiarities (see also [1]). By exploring the

nature of scale-free networks, immune systems offer insight into breaking the von Neumann

paradigm in terms of allowing for massive parallelism at sensible computational costs.
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6.2.3 The biological models. Like many other biologically inspired computational ideas, the

computer science and biology of immune systems are developing in parallel. The natural immune

system, in particular, is exceedingly complicated, and not understood at all well. Additionally, the

immune system does not act in isolation. Indeed, there are many interactions with other biological

systems, such as the nervous systems and endocrine (or hormonal) systems. The interactions

between these systems lead, in part, to the biological concept of homeostasis: a steady internal

state. By exploring these ideas, there is the potential to break many of the well-held paradigms

outlined in this challenge, such as the algorithmic and refinement paradigms. Limited work has

already begun on this approach, with the development of a small controller for robots [69].

Currently, the field of AIS is limited to the development of algorithms in silico; questions

are still to be asked similar to that of DNA and quantum computing, such as: it is possible to

construct computational devices based on the chemical process inherent in the immune

system? The immune system has a wealth of complexity for computation: rather than just

extract metaphors from it, is it possible to exploit the biological mechanisms? The current

discipline of AIS may have been inspired by biology, but it is painfully clear that AISs are but

a pale shadow of the vast complexity of subtlety of the natural immune system. Computer

scientists, mathematicians and immunologists working together can ask, and answer, some

deep and interesting questions. For example:

. How might we use the real immune system, and other real physical and biological

systems, for computation?

. To what extent is the working of the immune system, and other biological systems, dictated

by the physical substrate? Can all putative “immune” responses be realised on all substrates?

Do some diseases exploit computational constraints of the immune system to defeat it?

. How can we use models to decide which parts of the biology are necessary for correct robust

functioning,which parts are necessary only because of the particular physical realisation, and

which parts merely contingent evolutionary aspects?

. How canwe use nature inspired computation to build “better than reality” systems?What are

the computational limits to what we can simulate?

6.3 Conclusions

AIS do not break all the classic computational paradigms: for example, they do not (yet?) use

concepts from quantum physics. However, they do challenge some of the major paradigms.

The selection model is a good exemplar for examining alternatives to the refinement

paradigm, and the network model is an excellent exemplar for examining open network

dynamics and emergence, necessary for a full science of complex adaptive systems.

7. Non-Classical interactivity—open dynamical networks

Dynamic reaction networks can have complex non-linear interactions, and feedback where

reaction products may themselves catalyse other reactions in the network. They exhibit the

emergent complexity, complex dynamics, and self-organising properties [6,48] of many far-

from-equilibrium systems. These systems, and others, can self-organise into regions “at the

edge of chaos”, neither too ordered nor too random, where they can perform interesting

computations (or computation analogues). There are many dynamic network models that
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occur in biological and social systems, from Kauffman’s autocatalytic networks [48], and

genomic control networks, through dynamical models of neural networks and cytokine

immune networks, to ecological food webs, and social and technological networks.

All these subject areas could benefit from better networks models [87]. Much of the

existing mathematical network theory is restricted to static, homogeneous, structured, closed

networks, since these are the simplest, most tractable models to work with. However, these

are not realistic models of biological networks: for example, antibodies rove around the body

(network, system,. . .) looking for the anomalies, and new kinds of attacks call for new kinds

of defence. The journey is: to develop a pragmatic theory of dynamic, heterogeneous,

unstructured, open networks.

Dynamic: the network is not in steady state or equilibrium, but is far from equilibrium,

governed by attractors and trajectories. (Swarm networks may offer insights to this kind of

dynamics [12]).

Heterogeneous: the nodes, the connections, and the communications can be of many

different types, including higher order types.

Unstructured: the network connectivity has no particular regularity: it is not fully regular, or

fully connected, or even fully random. Clearly there need to be some kinds of regularity

present, but these are likely to be of kinds that cannot be reasoned about in terms of simple

averages or mean field notions; they are more likely have fractal structure. Some recent

advances in Small World networks offer intriguing new insights [8, 89].

Open (metadynamic): the structures are unbounded, and the components are not fixed: nodes

and connections may come and go; new kinds of nodes and connections may appear.

A general theory of such networks would have wide applicability. Such a theory is a basic

requirement of complex systems development in general, one application of which is

pervasive, or ubiquitous, computing (the subject of another Grand Challenge). Such a theory

providing a necessary way point for answering many challenging questions.

Computation at the edge of chaos.What are its capabilities? How can we hold a system at

the edge, far from equilibrium, to perform useful computations? How can we make it self-

organise to the edge?

Designed emergence. How can we design (refine) open systems that have desired

emergent properties? And do not have undesired emergent properties?

Open systems science.What are the fundamental properties of open systems? How can we

predict the effect of interventions (adding new things, or removing things) to the system?

How can we understand the effect of a gateway event that opens up new kinds of regions of

phase space to a computation? How can we design a system such that gateway events, natural

changes to phase space, can occur endogenously?

Computation as a dynamical process.Physical dynamical processes are characterized by

motion in a phase space, controlled or directed by various attractors (so called because they

“attract” the trajectory of the system to them). As various parameters of the system change,

the shape of the resulting attractor space can also change, and so the trajectory may find itself

being attracted to a different region of the space. [49], for example, uses these and related

ideas to explain many features of organisms’ behaviour, from gait patterns to learning and

recognition tasks.

One might like to think of this dynamical behaviour in computational terms, with the

attractors as “states” in the phase space, and the trajectories between them as “state

transitions”. This is a suggestive analogy, yet the conventional state transition model has a
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rather static feel to it. States and their transitions tend to be predefined, and the execution of

the transitions has to be explicitly implemented by the computational system. Contrastingly,

the attractors are natural consequences of the underlying dynamics, and new attractors and

resulting trajectories are natural consequences of changes to that underlying dynamics. A

dynamical system is relatively robust (a small perturbation to the trajectory will usually leave

it moving to the same attractor), and computationally efficient (the computation is a natural

consequence of the physical laws of the system, and does not need any further

implementation beyond that of the dynamical system itself).

The challenge continues thus: to develop a computational paradigm in terms of dynamical

attractors and trajectories.

Does the state transition analogy hold? What are the various attractors of a dynamical

computation? Can a computation be expressed as a trajectory amongst various attractors,

each changing as the result of some parameter/input? How can we encourage the system to

move to a “better” attractor? How can we map the route through intermediate attractors that

it should take? What are the programming primitives and higher level languages? What are

the logics, reasoning approaches, and refinement calculi? What are the compilers and other

development tools? What kinds of algorithms are most suited to this paradigm? What are

the implementation mechanisms? How can we simulate these systems on classical

machines?

8. Non-Classical architectures—evolving hardware

This journey of Non-Classical Computation is: to develop (biologically-inspired) computing

hardware that can adapt, evolve, grow, heal, replicate, and learn.

8.1 Computation models

Biological inspiration in the design of computing machines finds its source in essentially

three biological models:

. phylogenesis (P), the history of the evolution of the species

. ontogenesis (O), the development of an individual as orchestrated by its genetic code

. epigenesis (E), the development of an individual through learning processes (nervous and

immune systems) influenced both by the genetic code (the innate) and by the environment

(the acquired).

These three models share a common basis: the genome.

8.1.1 Phylogenesis: evolution. The process of evolution is based on alterations to the genetic

information of a species through two basic mechanisms: selective reproduction and variation.

These mechanisms are non-deterministic, fundamentally different from classical algorithms,

and potentially capable of providing astonishingly good solutions to problems that are formally

intractable by deterministic approaches. Existing analytical and experimental tools are not

designed for tackling such stochastic search algorithms, however. We need new tools and

methodologies for generating novel results.
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Phylogenesis already provides considerable inspiration for algorithm design, in the

discipline of evolutionary computation [5,60], which includes genetic algorithms [36,68] and

genetic programming [7,53]. It has yet to have such an impact on the conception of digital

hardware, however. Koza et al. pioneered the attempt to apply evolutionary strategies to the

synthesis of electronic circuits when they applied genetic algorithms to the evolution of a

three-variable multiplexer and of a two-bit adder. Evolutionary strategies have been applied

to the development of the control circuits for autonomous robots, and other research groups

are active in this domain. Although technical issues pose severe obstacles to the development

of evolvable electronic hardware, there is still much to be gained from evolutionary design

given the appropriate hardware and software mechanisms.

8.1.2 Ontogenesis: growth. Ontogenesis concerns the development of a single multi-

cellular biological organism. A set of specific mechanisms define the growth of the organism:

its development from a single mother cell (zygote) to the adult phase. The zygote divides,

each offspring containing a copy of the genome (cellular division). This continues (each new

cell divides, creating new offspring, and so on), and each newly formed cell acquires a

functionality (liver cell, epidermal cell, . . .) depending on its surroundings, its position in

relation to its neighbours (cellular differentiation).

Cellular division is therefore a key mechanism in the growth of multi-cellular organisms,

impressive examples of massively parallel systems: the ,6 £ 1013 cells of a human body,

each one a relatively simple element, work in parallel to accomplish extremely complex

tasks. Development processes inspired by biological growth should provide relevant insights

on how to handle massive parallelism in silicon. There are also great gains to be achieved by

using ontogenetic mechanisms with regard to fault tolerance and reliability.

8.1.3 Epigenesis: learning. The human genome contains ,3 £ 109 bases, yet an adult

human body contains ,6 £ 1013 cells, of which ,1010 are neurons, with ,1014

connections. The genome cannot contain enough information to completely describe all the

cells and synaptic connections of an adult organism. There must be a process that allows the

organism to increase in complexity as it develops. This process, epigenesis, includes the

development of the nervous, immune, and endocrine systems.

Epigenetic, or learning, mechanisms have already had considerable impact on computer

science, and particularly on software design. The parallel between a computer and a human

brain dates to the very earliest days of the development of computing machines, and has led

to the development of the related fields of artificial intelligence and artificial neural networks.

Living organisms interact with their environment and respond to sensory inputs. In many cases

this behaviour is learnt over a period of time, after which a specific stimulus will trigger the same,

possibly context dependent, response. Such behaviour is mainly controlled by spiking neurons and

their interactions. Novel hardware developments are being inspired by these observations.

A more recent addition in the general area of hardware systems and epigenetic processes

are artificial immune systems. Here the sophisticated mechanisms associated with “fault

tolerance” in nature have been adapted for electronic hardware system designs [13].

8.2 Complexity and reliability

As systems become more complex it becomes increasingly difficult to provide

comprehensive fault testing to determine the validity of the system. Hence faults can
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remain in a system, and manifest themselves as errors. Furthermore, faults may be introduced

into hardware from external sources, such as electromagnetic interference. Components

within a system can die; no transistor will function forever. These faults can ultimately cause

a system to fail. The ability of a system to function in the presence of such faults, to become

fault tolerant, is a continually increasing area of research.

Through millions of years of refinement, biology has produced living creatures that are

remarkably fault tolerant. They can survive injury, damage, wear and tear, and continual

attack from other living entities in the form of infectious pathogens. Biology manages to take

huge amounts of potentially unreliable matter and use self-checking, self-repair, self-

reconfiguration, multiple levels of redundancy, multiple levels of defence, even removing

suspected cells, to develop complex biological organisms that continue to work in an

extremely hostile environment.

While we consider our systems to be complex, how might one compare a 747 jet with the

complexity of an ant, of a 2-year-old child, let alone the human nervous system, the human

immune system? As technology moves towards nano- and quantum-devices the current

issues relating to complexity will appear trivial. How might we design systems with such

parallelism, such complexity? How will we ensure that they continue to function correctly

over long periods of time, and in unpredictable environments?

8.3 The journey

How can we “evolve” systems of the complexity we will be dealing with produced by

technology in 10–20 years? How can we “grow” systems high-reliability designs? How can

we build systems that can learn from, and adapt to, their environment in a way that improves

their performance, that can become immune to attacks, both internal and external, that can

learn to use all of the resources available to them?

What is the effect of “design by evolution” on silicon systems whose microscopic

computing paradigm is itself biologically-inspired? What is the interaction between

evolutionary processes and the natural imperfections in non-digital chips? How can

evolutionary processes capture functionality from such an imperfect computing substrate that

conventional design cannot? In particular, when the silicon system is itself adaptive and can

“learn”, what is the optimal interaction between “design by evolution” and subsequent

adaptation for specific purpose? Natural systems use both methods: how can silicon

computation or its successors benefit?

9. Non-Classical architectures—molecular nanotechnology

Molecular Nanotechnology presents research challenges that will lead to a greatly enriched

and more general science of computation. Safety and dependability will present

unprecedented demands; the science will be responsible not only for robust design to meet

these demands, but for robust analysis that shows they have been met.

9.1 Background and context

Nanotechnology is the design, development and use of devices on the nanometre (atomic) scale.

Here we are not so much concerned with nano-scale artefacts that take the current trend of
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miniaturisation a few orders of magnitude further. Rather we are interested in active physical

nano-devices that themselves manipulate the world at their nano-scale in order to manufacture

macroscopic artefacts. This is Drexler’s [28,29] vision of nano-scale assemblers that build

(assemble) macroscopic artefacts. (Such assemblers are often known as nanites or nanobots.)

In order for nanites to build macroscopic objects in useful timescales, there needs to be a

vast number of them. A starting population of a few nanites assembles more of their kind,

which then assemble more, with exponentially growing numbers. Once they exist in

sufficient numbers, they can build, or become, the macroscopic artefact. This view of

nanotechnology promises many awe-inspiring possibilities.

Some argue that such a technology is too good to be true, or at least question the detail of

Drexler’s predictions. But one should note that there is no conclusive counter-argument to

them; indeed, proteins and their associated cellular machinery routinely assemble

macroscopic artefacts, or, to use more biological terminology, they grow organisms. Here,

we discuss computational structures that will be relevant whenever some technology for

sophisticated populations of nanites is achieved, even if not all that has been predicted.

In principle it is possible for nanites to assemble any physical artefact, by carefully

controlled placement of every component atom (possibly requiring the use of much

scaffolding). But in general this is infeasible: in the worst case it could need the global

control and choreography of the behaviour of every individual nanite. A more feasible

approach is to exploit mainly local cooperation between suitably-programmed neighbouring

nanites, possibly mediated by their shared local environment (which also more closely

mirrors the way biological organisms grow).

In order for nanotechnology to be possible, the initial nanites must be fabricated somehow.

This complex engineering problem requires collaborative research by physicists, chemists,

engineers, and biologists. To the extent that the nanites need to be programmed to perform

their assembly tasks, computer science (CS) also has a crucial role. We need to develop

capabilities to design, program and control complex networks of nanites, so that they safely

and dependably build the desired artefacts, and so that they do not accidentally build

undesired ones.

Initial CS research needs to focus on potential ways of designing and assembling artefacts in

ways that can be described in terms of predominately local interactions, that is, in terms of the

emergent properties of vast numbers of cooperating nanites. This requires analysis of emergent

behaviour; given the orders of magnitude involved, this can be done only with a hierarchy of

computational models, explaining the assembly at many different levels of abstraction.

9.2 Required computational advances

What CS theory and practice do we need in order to be able to design, program and control

networks of nanites?

9.2.1 Emergent properties. We need a pragmatic theory of emergent properties.

In much the same way that an organism is an emergent property of its genes and proteins

(and more), the assembled artefact will be an emergent property of the assembling nanites

and their programming. In general, this problem is computationally irreducible, that is, there

are no “short cuts” to understanding or prediction, beyond watching the behaviour unfold.

Thus reasoning about the precise behaviour of arbitrary networks with a number of nodes
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comparable to the number of cells in the human body (,1013) is (currently) well beyond the

state of the art. However, inability to solve the general problem, in principle or in practice,

does not prevent exploration of large classes of specific and interesting problems. So we

merely need a sufficient theory, one that enables us to design nanites to build the many

artefacts of interest, and to analyse them for safety and dependability. Certain classes of

useful emergent properties may well be tractable to reasoning. For example, many organisms

contain emergent hierarchical branching structures, such as arteries, lungs, nervous systems,

and, of course, prototypical tree branches. Such emergent structures are particularly

straightforward to “program”, as evidenced by L-systems [81].

9.2.2 Growth and development. We need a pragmatic theory of development and growth.

A population of nanites first “grows” a vastly larger population, then “grows” the artefact

in question. Again, we need a sufficient theory of growth—to enable us to reason about

structures that are the result of a growth process.

Biological insights from embryology and development will be fruitful here, and the

relevant ideas need to be abstracted and adapted for nanite assemblers. This “artificial

development” also has its own properties: for example, the use of scaffolding will probably

be much more important.

Which features of biological organisms are consequences of growth in general, and which

are consequences of “wet-ware” growth, and so are different in assembled hardware? What

constraints are there in the growth process: is it possible to “grow” a cooked steak ab initio, or

must it first be grown raw (isolated, or as part of a cow), and then chemically modified?

9.2.3 Complex networks. We need a pragmatic theory of dynamic, heterogeneous,

unstructured, open networks, as espoused in the existing Journey: Non-Classical Interactivity—

Open Dynamical Networks (Section 7).

9.2.4 Complex adaptive systems. All these CS advances mentioned above would have

application well beyond nanotechnology. All are basic requirements for the general area of

Complex Adaptive Systems, of which nanotechnology is but one exemplar. Real world

examples of CASs include swarms and flocks, ants, immune systems, brains, autocatalytic

networks, life, ecologies, and so on. Artificial CASs include complex control systems

(industrial plants, Air Traffic Control, etc.), e-Commerce supply chains and webs, telecoms

systems and the Internet, and ubiquitous computing with its hordes of communicating smart

devices, economic systems, and so on.

9.3 Behavioural modelling

The pragmatic theories for Complex Adaptive Systems, above, must be developed in

response to the challenge of nanotechnology, but they need not start from scratch. During the

last two or three decades computer scientists have eroded the boundary between

programming, which prescribes behaviour of a system, and modelling, which analyses it.

This trend arises naturally from a change of emphasis, from stand-alone computers doing one

thing at a time to distributed systems—networks of devices each acting independently, with

no centralised control. The resulting computational models are in varying degrees logical,
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algebraic, non-deterministic, stochastic. They have been effectively used to analyse

programming languages and communication disciplines. They have also been applied to

computer security, mobile phone systems, behaviour in ant colonies, business processes, and

signal transduction in biological cells.

A large system such as the Internet can be modelled at many levels of abstraction,

correlated where possible with the structure of the system. At the higher levels, the analysis

of agents’ behaviour need not depend on the underlying technology used to realise them. A

natural research direction is therefore to extrapolate existing CS models to nanosystems

where, despite orders of magnitude increase in population size (compared with, say, the

Internet), many of the same general principles of emergence and behaviour should apply.

At the lowest levels of abstraction, which may be called embodiment, the analysis of

agents’ behaviour depends crucially on the underlying technology used to realise them. For

example, individual nanites are made of only small numbers of atoms, so a one-atom

mutation to a nanite—caused by faults in manufacture, by other nanites, by random impact of

cosmic rays—could have a dramatic effect on behaviour. In order to reason about the kinds of

changes that mutations might make (to reason about the “adjacent possible” [48] of the

nanite), it is essential to know the detailed make-up and characteristics of the system

undergoing mutation.

Close cooperation is therefore needed among many research disciplines, of which CS is

one, in order to understand nanopopulations fully. From the CS viewpoint, the gain will be a

greatly enriched and more general science of computation.

We continue this section by summarising some of the concepts, theories and tools that CS

can bring to the cooperation at the outset. We cite only a selection from the large literature.

9.3.1 Stand-alone computation. Before distributed computing systems became the norm,

much computing research laid foundations for the models and tools that those systems need.

A start was made in establishing the verification of computer programs as an activity in

formal logic [32,40]. Tools for computer-assisted verification, especially for computer

hardware designs [37], were pioneered. The status of computer programs as mathematical

descriptions of behaviour was established [84]. Theories of types began to emerge as a

powerful aid to behavioural analysis as well as to programming [82]. Even in the 1940s, von

Neumann’s model of self-reproducing cellular automata anticipated some of the central ideas

of nanotechnology [70].

9.3.2 Abstract machines and process calculi. The first model to capture the complex

interplay between non-determinism and concurrency in distributed systems was Petri Nets

[78]; these nets were designed information flow in natural as well as man-made systems. In

the early eighties, algebraic process calculi [14,41,64] were designed to model interactive

systems hierarchically, and to model their behaviour abstractly. The Chemical Abstract

Machine [9] captured the spatial structure of systems. The p-calculus [65,66] and mobile

ambient calculus [16] made a further step in modelling systems that can reconfigure both

their spatial arrangement and their connectivity.

These models have influenced the design of programming and specification languages, for

example LOTOS, occam and Handel-C, and Ada. They have been developed to model

systems stochastically, and to deal with hybrid discrete/continuous systems. Recently their
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theory has been seen to extend to graphical models that are a priori suitable for populations

of agents such as nanites.

9.3.3 Logics and tools. Allied to algebraic calculi are new forms of mathematical logic,

especially modal logics, specially designed to specify the properties that an interactive

system should satisfy. Well-known examples are dynamic logic [80], temporal logic [79], the

temporal logic of actions [59] and the mu calculus [56]. These logics often have a close link

with algebraic calculi; an algebraic term denotes (part of) a system while a logical formula

says (in part) how it should behave. This underlies a successfully applied incremental

methodology for system analysis; one verifies more and more properties of more and more

parts (even the whole) of a system. Such verification is aided by software tools: model-

checkers that can automatically verify properties of fairly complex finite-state systems [20];

and semi-automated tools that can perform verifications with human guidance [21].

9.4 Safety and dependability

Nanites can disassemble, as well as assemble, structures. This has led to the notion of the so-

called “grey goo” problem: nightmare visions of hordes of rogue nanites disassembling the

wrong things, disassembling people, or even disassembling the entire planet. It is potentially

the ultimate terrorist weapon.

Even if nanites are not deliberately engineered to be destructive, such objects will “naturally”

appear in any replicating swarm of nanites. We are dealing with such vast numbers of nanites that

somewill spontaneously “mutate”. Given the three features of reproduction, variation, and selection,

some form of evolution will inevitably occur, leading to populations of “adjacent possible”

undesigned nanites. Computer science, allied with biology, is crucial to the task of investigating and

understanding these artificial evolutionary processes, and the defences we can design against them.

Dependability—the quality of a system that justifies its use even in critical conditions—is

already a topic of extensive research in computer science. It involves mathematical analysis, as

in the case of program verification and computer security; more widely, it involves making

systems aware of, and able to report upon, their behaviour. It cannot exist without good

modelling. Themodelling of nanopopulations with dependability inmind, given their emergent

properties and the inevitability of mutation, offers a huge challenge to CS.

9.5 Conclusion

Nanotech assemblers offer the promise of fantastic rewards. Some forms of nano-assemblers

may well be exploitable and exploited in many ways without much CS input. Before we can

achieve the full promise, however, there are many hard Computer Science problems to solve,

concerning the design of emergent properties, the growth of physical artefacts, the programming

and control of nanites, and defences against the “grey goo” and other safety critical scenarios.

10. Non-von architectures—through the concurrency gateway

This journey of Non-Classical Computation is: to enable concurrency to be a fundamental

modelling and programming concept, with a clean and simple conceptual model, and

efficiently implemented.
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10.1 Breaking the von Neumann paradigm

The real world exhibits concurrency at all levels of scale, from atomic, through human, to

astronomic. This concurrency is endemic. Central points of control do not remain stable for

long. Most of the novel paradigms identified in our Grand Challenge hint at something

stronger: central points of control actively work against the logic and efficiency of whatever

we are trying to control, model, or understand.

Today, concurrency is not considered a fundamental concept, to be used with everyday

fluency. It is considered an advanced topic, to be avoided unless there is no other way to

obtain specific performance targets.

Classical concurrency technologies are based on multiple threads of execution plus various

kinds of locks to control the sharing of data between them; get the locking wrong and systems

will mysteriously corrupt themselves or deadlock. There are also performance problems.

Thread management imposes significant overheads in memory and run time. Even when

using only “lightweight” threads, applications need to limit their implementations to only a

few hundred threads per processor, beyond which performance catastrophically collapses.

Yet air traffic control over the UK requires the management of far greater concurrency than

standard practice will directly and safely and simply allow. Common web services need to be

able to conduct business with tens of thousands of clients simultaneously. Modelling even the

simplest biological organisms quickly takes us into consideration of millions of concurrently

active, autonomous, and interacting, agents.

Limited by programming and performance constraints, we compromise on the degree of

concurrency in our application design and implementation. The compromises add significant

complexity that, combined with the semantic instability of the concurrency mechanisms we

do practice, lead to mistakes and the poor quality, late delivery and over-budget systems that

are accepted as normal—for now—by our industry and its customers.

We urgently need more natural models and implementations of concurrency. Fortunately,

we have them. Pushing through this particular gateway, by the mainstream computing

community, will additionally help establish a mindset for the much grander challenges.

10.2 Hypothesis

All computer systems have to model the real world, at some appropriate level of abstraction,

if they are to receive information and feedback useful information. To make that modelling

easier, we should expect concurrency to play a fundamental role in the design and

implementation of systems, reflecting the reality of the environment in which they are

embedded. This does not currently seem to be the case.

Our thesis is that computer science has taken at least one wrong turn. Concurrency should

be a natural way to design any system above a minimal level of complexity. It should simplify

and hasten the construction, commissioning, and maintenance of systems; it should not

introduce the hazards that are evident in modern practice; it should be employed as a matter

of routine. Natural mechanisms should map into simple engineering principles with low cost

and high benefit. Our hypothesis is that this is possible.

We propose a computational framework, based on established ideas of process algebra, to

test the truth of the above hypothesis. It will be accessible from current computing

environments (platforms, operating systems, languages) but will provide a foundation for

novel ones in the future.
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Hoare’s CSP [41] has a compositional and denotational semantics, which means that it

allows modular and incremental development (refinement) even for concurrent components.

This means that we get no surprises when we run processes in parallel (since their points of

interaction have to be explicitly handled by all parties to these interactions). This is not the

case for standard threads-and-locks concurrency, which have no formal denotational

semantics, and by which we get surprised all the time.

We need some extensions to CSP to describe certain new dynamics. We want to allow

networks of processes to evolve, to change their topologies, to cope with growth and decay

without losing semantic or structural integrity. We want to address the mobility of processes,

channels and data and understand the relationships between these ideas. We want to retain the

ability to reason about such systems, preserving the concept of refinement. For this we turn to

Milner’s p-calculus [65].

The framework will provide highly efficient practical realisations of this extended model.

Its success in opening up the horizons of our Grand Challenge will be a long term test of the

hypothesis. Shorter term tests will be the development of demonstrators (relevant to a broad

range of computer applications—including those that are of concern to several other UKCRC

Grand Challenges) with the following characteristics:

. they will be as complex as needed, and no more (through the concurrency in the design

being directly delivered by the concurrency in the implementation)

. they will be scalable both in performance and function (so the cost of incremental

enhancement depends only on the scale of the enhancement, not on the scale of the system

being enhanced)

. they will be amenable to formal specification and verification

. the concurrency models and mechanisms in their design and implementation will be

practical for everyday use by non-specialists: concurrency becomes a fundamental

element in the toolkit of every professional computer engineer

. they will make maximum use of the underlying computation platform (through

significantly reduced overheads for the management of concurrency, including the

response times to interrupts).

10.3 Current state of the framework

Over the past ten years, the Concurrency Research Group at Kent [91] has been laying the

foundations for such a framework. They have developed, and released as open source,

concurrency packages for Java (JCSP), C (CCSP), Cþþ (CþþCSP), J# (J#CSP), and

occam (occam-p). These all provide the mobile dynamics fed in from the p-calculus.

occam-p is a sufficiently small language to allow experimental modification and extension,

whilst being built on a language of proven industrial strength. It integrates the best features of CSP

and the p-calculus, focussing them into a form whose semantics is intuitive and amenable to

everyday engineering by people who are not specialised mathematicians; the mathematics is built

into the language design, its compiler, run-time system and tools. The new dynamics broadens its

area of direct application to a wide field of industrial, commercial and scientific practice.

occam-p runs on modern computing platforms and has much of the flexibility of Java and C,

yet with exceptionally low performance overheads and all the safety guarantees of classical

occam and the lightness of its concurrency mechanisms. It supports the dynamic allocation of

processes, data and channels, their movement across channels and their automatic de-allocation
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(without the need for garbage collection, which otherwise invalidates real-time guarantees).

Aliasing errors and race hazards are not possible in occam-p systems, despite the new dynamics.

This means that subtle side-effects between component processes cannot exist, which impacts

(positively) on the general scalability and dependability of systems. The mobility and dynamic

construction of processes, channels and data opens up a wealth of new design options that will let

us follow nature more closely, with network structures evolving at run-time. Apart from the

logical benefits derived from such directness and flexibility, there will be numerous gains for

application efficiency.

The low performance overheads mean that dynamic systems evolving hundreds of thousands

of (non-trivial) occam-p processes are already practical on single processors. Further, occam-p

networks can naturally span many machines: the concurrency model does not change between

internal and external concurrency. Application networks up to millions of serious processes then

become viable, on modest clusters of laptops. Moore’s Law indicates that in the next few years

networks of tens of millions of (non-trivial) processes will become possible.

10.4 Enabling other journeys

Such a platform provides an enabling technology for modelling emergent properties,

including those mentioned above, such as Open Dynamical Networks, Molecular

Nanotechnolgy, Artificial Immune Systems.

Hierarchical networks of communicating processes are particularly suitable for these problems.

The languages used to support modelling and simulation must be simple, formal, and dynamic, and

have a high-performance implementation. The models must be simple, and amenable to

manipulation and formal reasoning. The topologies of these networks of agents will evolve, as they

support growth and decay that comes from agents moving, splitting, and combining. Individual

agents must be mobile, and aware of their location and neighbourhood. Simulations will require

very large numbers of processes, so the implementation must have minimal overhead.

occam-p is a good candidate for modelling and programming such systems: it is robust

and lightweight, and has sound theoretical support. It can be used to construct systems to the

order of 106 processes on modest processor resources, exhibiting rich behaviours in useful

run-times. This is enough to make a start on our journey.
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